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Get to Know Grant
Favorite Color: Red

Honors:

Favorite Animal: Elephant

Honors Student

Hobbies: Roller-Skating

Dean’s List
Major: Political Science

and Figure Skating

and Economics
Minor: History

Why Grant Likes “Devil Wears Prada”: Grant is very big into fashion and
especially loves Meryl Streep. He believes the movie is a
wonderful representation of the distinctions between different social
classes.
Favorite character: Miranda Presley
Favorite Quote: “Floral? for spring? Ground-breaking.”
-Miranda Presley
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RHA/NRHH Involvement
Community Council Vice President and Acting
President of New Hall
Coordinates the events and assists with set
up, clean up, and overall functioning of
events.
Has worked to enhance the typical movie
night program. Grant has been in charge of
choosing movies that are respectful of
different beliefs during certain holidays/
events to avoid cultural appropriation.
Is creating a Game Night program that will
be before finals. The goal is for students to
destress so that they can do better on their
finals. Grant is the point person who will be
overseeing the agenda and PR of the event.

The questions of the game are meant to
engage residence hall students with the four
educational pillars of the residence halls.
Cleaned and reorganized the Community
Council office in order to make a more
creative environment for PR’s as well as
make it a functionable space for the CA’s in
New Hall.

Fall Retreat
Learned many positive ways to connect

Other Involvement in RHA/NRHH
Donated bags to NRHH bag drive and
has persuaded others to donate as well.
Went to “Meet the RHA” event and
participated with the residents to
showcase how impactful RHA is.

with residents on campus in order to help
them feel more comfortable about living
on campus and meeting new people.
Grant used his freshman status to relate
to the new residents.

Is orchestrating the inaugural Drag
Show at NIU. His job is making sure it is
culturally aware and working with NIU’s
cultural centers. He is also taking part
in the audition process.
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Committees/Conferences
Advocacy Committee
Grant has been a vocal member of Advocacy Committee. He has proposed ideas to improve
campus transportation such as scatter crossings and electric scooters. This goes beyond
NIU and has allowed him to work with both the university and the city to facilitate this
project. He has also been instrumental in a project that provides better parking for residents
so they can be closer to their respective residence halls.
Legislation Committee
Working to improve the Constitution and Bylaws of RHA as we look forward to the next
RHA year. One of Grant’s main goals is ensuring the responsibilities of RHA are not
burdensome and are accounted for. This is pertinent as this must be done before elections.
Conferences Attended: GLACURH RLC 2019
The main impact the conference had on Grant
was learning more about RHA and the effective
positions we have as leaders. Grant now hopes
to bring activities to the residents that will
introduce new aspects of life to their lives, such
as learning about different cultures, other
people’s lives, and meeting new people.

What Grant Has Brought Back to the
Residence Halls:
In New Residence Hall’s programming
initiatives they have been creating their

programs to attract more students. Grant has
been focusing on a broader approach so that
all students can/want to participate instead of
a few people. He has been working on
providing programs that are educational and
fun. That way activities are beneficial uses of
time and assist residents in understanding the
values of new experiences and different
cultures.
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Campus Participation
Model UN

Huskie Food Pantry
•

•

Grant is on the Leadership Team for NIU’s

•

Model UN allows students to come

food pantry. This is a permanent volunteer

together from all over the country to

group that restocks, trains volunteers, and

discuss different world issue.

cleans the pantry.

Together they work to solve
international crisis'. Grant’s favorite

Orchestrated the Huskie Food Pantry food

part of Model UN is networking with

drive through the Honors College to

people from different countries. This

completely stock the Food Pantry during the

allows him to experience new

Thanksgiving weekend.

cultures and ideas that he had not
been exposed to.
•

Hosted a conference for foreign
Filipinos students in order to
introduce them to the international
authority systems in the world and a

space where they can express their
views on public issues.
Election Judge
•

Deputy Registrar and Election Judge

•

Promotes civic engagement and
assists the public with the voting
process. This role is the backbone of
the election process which ensures
people are able to vote by giving an
open and nonpartisan space.
Research Rookies

•

Independent research project on the
current economic and political issues
of the United States. Grant is working
with a faculty mentor to improve his
research and writing skills.

Letter of Recommendation
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